Quinebaug Valley Community College (QV) set the foundation for my success in higher education and rewarding career as a Water Resources Engineer. The privilege to receive an exemplary education at QV, with such generous financial support from the QV Scholarship Foundation, is an invaluable opportunity for all members of our community. Upon successfully navigating through the Engineering Science A.S. program at QV, I applied to several universities to pursue a bachelor’s degree in Environmental Engineering. The spring of my last semester, I received a scholarship from the QV Scholarship Foundation. I was able to use this scholarship to cover the transfer student application fees as well as assist with other costs associated with starting at a new university. Beyond just providing financial support, QV also provided opportunities for me to further my career and financial independence. The Engineering Science program director, Mark Vesligaj, helped me apply for several summer internships. With his guidance and encouragement, I started at the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) the summer before my first semester at UConn. At the end of the summer, the USGS offered me a permanent position. I was able to work as a hydrogeologist while I completed my bachelor’s degree, which reduced my student loan burden. I’m so grateful to be a QV alumna and for the opportunities my time there afforded me. The Foundation provides a vital stepping stone for academic and economic mobility that directly impacts our community. Please join me in supporting other hard-working students by donating $20.20 to the Foundation this year!
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